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5 Talking paintings

Learning objectives Resources

● To interpret a painting and identify 
what you can learn

● To ask questions of a painting

● Copies of the painting you are  
focusing on

● Visual prompts for the different learning 
powers

Learning powers Lesson summary

● Concentrating This lesson explores the learning power of 
concentrating using artwork as a stimulus.

Lesson

Arrange the children so that they are sitting with their talk partner and are able to 
clearly see the board.

1 Then focus on Emily the elephant and her  
learning power of concentrating.

 Ask the children to discuss with their talk  
partner:

 What is her learning power?
 How do you know?
 Once the children’s discussions have  

drawn to a close, ask them for feedback  
by randomly selecting them. Develop their  
discussions further by asking the children  
to reflect upon:

 If you had to explain what concentrating  
meant, what would you say?

 Why is it important for us to concentrate?
 What are the barriers to concentrating?
 Pose each question in turn and allow the children some thinking time, followed 

by some talk time. Again, take feedback, encouraging them to share their ideas 
and opinions.

 Often the children will say ‘Other people are distractions’. It is important to 
explore the fact that they can choose to be distracted.
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2 Share with the children the following scenario:
 I go home and I know that I have homework to do. It is the start of the weekend 

and if I did my homework now it would be much better than trying to do it at 
the last minute on Sunday night. But instead I choose to watch TV, then after a 
while I look at my homework and then I see that there are some toys I want to 
look at. I sit down with my homework, but it’s a bit noisy, I could go and sit in 
another room to work but I choose to stay there. But I just can’t focus.

 Ask the children to put their hand up if they have been distracted and chosen 
to avoid their homework like this. Ensure that you model that you have done this 
and that most people have too. Then explain that we need to learn to manage 
distractions and develop our concentration.

Talking paintings

3 Ask the children to use their learning powers and show you their concentrating 
faces. Comment on how they all look very focused and that their eyes are looking 
at you as they have been asked to. Remind the children that looking at their 
learning closely and concentrating is very important.

 Introduce the painting by George Seurat and explain that we are going to 
concentrate on the picture and learn three different things from it.

 (The painting is available from www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings. A number of 
galleries have paintings available online for use in schools and they are an 
invaluable resource.)

 Allow the children some time to look closely at the painting with their talk 
partner, and then ask them to feed back their ideas. During the feedback ensure 
that you probe the children’s thinking further by asking:

 Why do you think that?
 Can you give me another reason?
 Develop this further by asking the children to think about questions that they 

would like to ask about the painting. Again, allow them some initial thinking 
time and then ask them to share their ideas with their talk partner. Again, take 
feedback. It would be useful to collect the children’s questions and what they 
have learned, as they could be used for a class display to reinforce what happens 
when you concentrate in your learning.
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Bringing it together – what have we learned?

Ask the children to reflect on what they have been  
doing and to think about:
What have you learned during the lesson today?
You could focus their discussions on what  
they have learned from looking closely at  
the painting.
Develop the discussions further by sharing  
with the children the Learning Jungle image  
and ask them to think about:
Which learning power have we been  
using today?  
How have you used it?
Have we been using any other of our  
learning powers?
How has this helped you to develop as a learner?

Challenge
Children could create their own works of art  
that contain clues and information to stimulate discussion. These could then be 
shared with the class in the same way.

Further developments
● Create a class display to reinforce the learning power of concentrating: around 

the painting, share examples of what the children have learned and which 
questions they would like to ask.

● This activity could be adapted for other paintings or to encourage children to 
look closely at artefacts in history, or maps in geography.

Children’s responses

What is Emily the elephant’s learning 
power? How do you know?

It is concentrating as she is reading a 
book and making sure she doesn’t fall. 
That’s a lot of concentrating.
She is concentrating on her book and her 
balance.
Her eyes are focused on the book so she 
is concentrating.
She is concentrating as she is not being 
distracted.

If you had to explain what concentrating 
meant, what would you say?

To focus on the thing that you are doing 
and not get distracted.
Blocking out distractions.
Your eyes looking at what you are 
focusing upon.
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Why is it important for us to concentrate?
As it means you are getting on with your 
task. You’re being a learner.
So you don’t waste time.
Because if you’re doing work and get 
distracted you won’t finish.
You won’t do as well in your learning if you 
don’t concentrate.
If the teacher is explaining something 
in class and you don’t concentrate you 
won’t know what to do.
If the teacher asks questions and you’ve 
not been concentrating you won’t be able 
to answer.
You won’t learn if you don’t concentrate.

What are the barriers to concentrating?
Distractions
People talking
When people start distracting you and 
you listen to them.
When people around you talk or mess and 
you find yourself joining in.

Examples of three things I learned 
from the painting

People don’t look like they are having 
much fun because they are not smiling.
People are wearing hats because it is 
sunny.
They are not wearing shoes. I think this is 
because the grass is hot.
I think it is because they are going 
swimming.
There’s a lake. I know this as the water is 
still. River water moves.

Examples of questions that the 
children would ask

Is it hot?
Who is on the boat?
Why are there no girls?
Why are they [the people] not in the city?   
Why have they gone to a lake and not a 
swimming pool?
Is it a lake or a river?
Is it a real scene or from your 
imagination?
Where are you?

What did you learn?
About asking questions.
We learned to focus on the painting.
By looking at the people, I learned that 
they were unhappy.

Which learning power have we been 
using today? How has this helped you 
to develop as a learner?

Working co-operatively – as we have been 
sharing ideas and making them better. 
We have been sharing ideas with the 
whole class too.
Being resilient – as I haven’t worried 
much about my ideas.
Concentrating on the picture. I stayed 
focused and tried to stop myself from 
being distracted.
Being curious – I have been curious about 
the painting and asking questions.
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